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What Does Paper Do? Summary
Contribution  and Findings

• Key Contributions
1. Advance and quantify a channel limiting the use of derivative: narrow framing
2. Operational/Financial profits: Path dependence performance in previous derivative 

transactions predicts future derivative use

• Methodology
a. Universe Mexico’s derivative transactions along with customs data
b. Regression kink design to measure the impact of narrow framing on risk management

• Findings
1. When previous losses increase by 1 p.p., firms become 4.24 p.p. less likely to take out a 

new derivative position within a time frame; across industries
2. Evidence not driven by net worth (collateral constraints)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
�



Stylized Facts

• Fact 1: Even with access to the derivatives markets, firms with currency 
exposure often choose not to hedge.

• Fact 2: Firms are less likely to take a new position after experiencing a loss in 
their most recent expiration. We focus now on the likelihood of firms taking a 
new position in the 90 days after a forward position expires, conditional on 
whether said expiration resulted in gains or losses for the firm.

• Fact 3: The empirical likelihood of taking a new position after an expiration is a 
kinked function of the percent gain/loss of the previous expiration, with the 
kink at zero



Reactions

• Firms hedge even under  dominant currency as firms retain currency risk
(Mexico, Korea, Chile, Brazil, …) 

– But hedging is partial (GM case, Desai Veblen; Alfaro, Calani, Varela, 2021, Jung, 2021)

• Under market imperfections: optimal (correlation investment opportunities and 
availability of internal funds, Froot et al. 1993)

• Limited: Collateral constraints (Rampini and Viswanathan, 2020; Rampini et al. 2014); Transaction 
costs, economies of scale (Geczy et al. 1997; Alfaro and Calani, 2023).

• New explanation for limited use of derivatives
– There is hedging! But financial losses curtail use: narrow framing

• Important findings: 
– Hedging adds value to the firms (Jung 2021, Alfaro, Calani, Varela, 2021).

– Different explanations: different policy implications



Comments

• I agree qualitatively (e.g. Chile in the 90s)

• But I think perhaps a bit more can help refine quantitative results
– Extensive results have different implications from intensive ones
– When volatility increases, more hedging

• Suggestions
– Data:  Tell us more about the firms (transactions) using derivatives (and not 

using)
• Granular data is still scarce, research is opening “black box” of hedging
• A better measure of exposure may reduce quantitative estimates

– Explanations
• Some weight to other explanations



Who Uses Hedges in Mexico?
More on Market, More on the Firms

Market
• OCT Market (intermediated via banks): Sticky Relations

– Is the hedge given by the domestic bank for trade credit exposure?
• What about Swaps? Are instruments non-derivable? 

Firms
• Is the information at the plant or corporation level?
• Who Exports, Imports, Both, MNC in Mexico?  Size of firms, sectors…

Sample 
• Sample selection, subsamples:  How much exposure is being dropped? 
• Net Importers: by “Net” it means they export? No just import (like retail)?
• Exports can be hedged affecting results

– Maturity, frequency, and amount differences, gross transactions hedged (ACV, 2021)
 Caution to overinterpret may not apply to all.



Mexico: A lot of Trade, a lot of Intra Firm Trade



Data

• Currency Invoice not observed: assumed in dollars. ✓✓✓

• Market dominated by forwards. But Swaps? (Debt) ✓✓

• Loan: Are Bank loans in Mexico?  Bonds? FDI (MNCs) ✓

• Calculating Exposure:   

– Because firms are aware of their future cross-border transactions before they actually occur, we 
construct each firm’s monthly natural MXN/USD exchange rate exposure by summing its next 
three months of net imports. When we use the term “net importer”, we refer to firm-months 
in which this value is positive. These net importers face a natural short USD exposure. ?

– But this is not the actual exchange rate exposure
• And not all actual exposures are hedged: not nec. optimal;  transaction 

costs (large ones, ACV, 2021); and collateral constraints;
– Could some of these affect quantitative results?



Trade: Different Maturity, Amounts, Frequency
Alfaro, Calani, Varela, 2021



Conjecture

• Transactions hedged tend to be the large ones 

• The distribution of transactions is not random; even less the “large” ones 
(timing/period does not necessarily imply a “Hedgeable” transaction follows)
– I doubt it will eliminate results, but it may lower estimates.
– Intensive margin: Overall, it seems that firms are not adjusting their 

operational exposure differentially based on gains or losses in their 
derivatives positions, instead, they seem to be reducing their hedge 
ratios after incurring losses.



Why and to What Extent Do Firms Hedge FX Risk?

• Analyzing firms’ FX hedging is “difficult” Froot et al. (1993). 
– MM Benchmark: No hedging activities/would not add value  

• But corporate hedging is ubiquitous: Why? Market imperfections --- financial frictions, 
transaction costs, convex tax schedules--- volatility can be costly, conveying a role for a 
firm’s hedging

– This is consistent with the results

• But the hedging is partial 
– Economies of Scale, Fixed Costs: larger firms, larger transactions
 Optimal (correlation investment opportunities and availability of internal funds): 

“Indeed much of the previous work has the extreme implication that firms should hedge fully—
completely insulating their market values from Hedgeable risk:” Froot et al. 93

 Collateral Constraints

• Do these explanations explain some of the quantitative results? Hard to measure



Probability of a New Position Based on Outcome
“Optimal”?

• A “loss” in the analysis is an appreciation. 
• Is this correlated with lower interest rates 

(changing the opportunity cost of external finance 
which affects decisions in Froot et al. 1993) 

• Change in exchange rate expectations? 
• Change investment opportunities after Trump-

AMLO? (NAFTA renegotiation)

 P(w)=max θ f (I) − I − C(e),  θ = α(ϵ − ϵ¯) + 1;    
 α being a measure of correlation between 

investment opportunities and the risk to be 
hedged (ϵ),
 cov(Pw, ϵ) = 0: reduce the variability of 

the shadow value of internal funds.
 Data restrictions

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=14LHp


Collateral Constraints
Effect of Past Decisions

• Collateral constraints: All profits, 
not just non-operational

• But there is some evidence that 
there is some effect 

• Perhaps accounts for some: 
– check delinquency data from 

credit registry?



Narrow Framing and Management 

• My hunch is that result will survive, but quantitatively smaller

• But before subsidizing shrinks fos traders…

• Is it driven by Organization?  (next paper)

– Interactions traders in London: Hedging is not to make profits/loses it is to 
hedge!

• Is it the CEO? Delegation, Compensation? A bad trader

– Bloom, Sadun, Van Renan measures in Mexico

• Does it explain why a manager would care about a contractual loss and not the 
counterfactual (exchange rate still appreciated

– Does it explain why does it work with increased volatility?



Final Thoughts

• A great interesting with new explanation: LKSGALC, 2023

• Firms do hedge, but it is partial, and we need to understand why.

– New granular data sets matched to firm-level data+ new research: 
opening the “black box” of corporate firms’ FX hedging!

• Critical research agenda!
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